
Law & Society Review Condensed Style Sheet

Type manuscripts double-spaced on one side of the paper only. While manu
scripts need not conform to this style sheet at the time of submission, all manu
scripts must include an abstract, footnotes, and a list of references, and all ac
cepted manuscripts must be revised by the authors to conform to the Review's
style. The rules listed below supplement the manuscript information on the in
side front cover of the Review. Authors are urged to consult Review issues in
volume 26 or later for further illustrations. A detailed style sheet is available
from the Editorial Office.
1. Abstracts. All manuscripts should include an abstract of not more than 100

words. No abstracts are required for review essays or comments.
2. Footnotes. Footnotes should be numbered sequentially (except for the au

thor's footnote) and printed on pages immediately following the text (not at
the foot of the page). They should contain only substantive comments and
additional references not immediately relevant to the text.

3. Tables and Figures. Tables should approximate the appearance of printed
tables. Figures should be camera ready; provide originals, not xerographic
copies. Tables and/or figures should be placed at the end of the text, after
footnotes, appendixes, and references. Their location within the text should
be indicated as follows:

Table 1 about here

4. Citations. All notes that consist merely of supporting citations should be
placed in parentheses in the text. For example:

In a thoughtful essay, Hayden (1991) ...

OR

Media stories often portray the civil jury as generous (Daniels & Martin 1986:236;
Hans 1989: Huber 1988).

The same general rules apply to footnote text.

5. References. References are placed at the end of the manuscript following
the footnotes. The list should contain only those sources actually cited in
text or notes. Give authors' names as they appear in the original source. For
more than one publication by the same author, list them in chronological
order, with the older item first. For more than one publication in one year
by the same author, use small (lower-case) letters to distinguish them (e.g.,
1970a, 1970b).

BOOKS: Last Name, First Name (year) Title of Book. City: Publisher.

Example: Lerner, MelvinJ. (1980) Belief in a Just World. New York: Plenum.

CHAPTER IN EDITED VOLUME:

Example: Glazer, Nathan (1979) "The Judiciary and Social Policy," in L.
Theberge, ed., The Judiciary in a Democratic Society. Lexington, MA: Lexington
Books.

ARTICLES: Last Name, First Name (Year) "Title of Article," volume number
Journal page numbers of article. (Give month or issue number if each issue
is separately paginated.)

Examples: Padgett, John F. (1990) "Plea Bargaining in Prohibition," 24 Law &
Society Rev. 413-50. --

Brill, Steven, &James Lyons «1986) "The Not-So-Simple Crisis," American Law
yer 12-15 (May).

UNPUBLISHED PAPERS:

Example: Lofquist, William S. (1991) "The Development of Organizational Proba
tion." Presented at American Society of Criminology annual meeting, San Fran
cisco.

All cases cited in text are listed under "Cases Cited" following the References.
All statutes cited are listed under "Statutes Cited." For style for cases and stat
utes, see A Uniform System of Citation.
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LAYING DOWN THE LAW
Mysticism, Fetishism, andthe American Legal Mind

PIERRE SCHLAG
"Pierre Schlag has been through thecollapse of legal theory
and lived to tell thetale, a talethatisburdened byasfew

illusions aspossible except for thesaving one ofhope. He is
also agreat (and serious) comic. Reading Schlag onme isa

lotmore fun than reading me. You can count onit."
-Stanley Fish, Duke University

0-8147-8053-9/ $27.50 cloth

DEFINING THE FAMILY
Law, Technology, andReproduction in an Uneasy Age

JANET L. DOLGIN
Providing asweeping portrait ofthefamily inAmerican law
from thenineteenth century to thepresent, Janet Dolgin
charts theresponse ofthelaw to modern reproductive

technology asit both transforms ourimage ofthefamily
and isitselftransformed bythetideofsocial forces.

0-8147-1859-0/ $29.95 cloth

MUST WE DEFEND NAZIS?
Hate Speech, PomograRhy, andthe NewFirst

Amenament
RICHARD DELGADO AND JEAN STEFANCIC
'\tust We Defend Nazis is valuable asa vigorous, clear, and
thoughtful exposition ofanincreasingly influential position

in thefree-speech wars. Those who disagree and those
who agree arealike in theirdebt. "

-Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Harvard University
8147-1858-2/ $26.95 cloth

IN DEFENSE OF SINGLE
PARENT FAMILIES

NANCY E. DOWD
"Astrong argument in favor ofpublic support forneedy

families, bringing upyoung children, particularly those where
single parents aresole caretakers... Athoughtful analysis

ofaserious problem in thiscountry. "
-Library Journal

0-8147-1869-8/ $26.95 cloth

POSTMODERN LEGAL
MOVEMENTS

LawandJurisprudence atCentury's End
GARY MINDA

An indispensable guide to theevolution of law inAmerica
with acomprehensive look at thecurrent state of legal

scholarship and activism.
0-8147-5511-9/ $18.95 paper

NYU PRESS

CRITICAL AMERICA SERIES
Series Editors:

Richard Delgado andJean Stefancic

IMMIGRANTS OUT!
1heNewNativism and theAnti
Immigrant Impulse in theUnited States
Edited by JUAN F. PEREA
0-8147-6642-0/ $19.95 paper

NOTES OF ARACIAL CASTE BABY
Color Blindness andtheEndof
Affirmative Action
BRYAN K. FAIR
0-8147-2651-8/ $24.95 cloth

TO BE AN AMERICAN
Cultural Pluralism andtheRhetoric of
Assimilation
BILL ONG HING
0-8147-3523-1/$29.95 cloth

HYBRID
Bisexuals, Multiracials, andOtherMisfits
Under American Law
RUTH COLKER
0-8147-1538-9/S18.95 paper

TAXING AMERICA
Edited by KAREN B. BROWN and
MARY LOUISE FELLOWS
0-8147-2661-5/S24.95 paper

CRITICAL RACE FEMINISM
- AREADER
Edited by ADRIEN
KATHERINE WING
with aForeword by Derrick Bell
0-8147-9309-6/S24.95 paper

PRIVILEGE REVEALED
HowInvisible Preference Undermines
America
STEPHANIE M. WILDMAN
with contributions by Margalynne Armstrong,
Adrienne D. Davis, and Trina Grillo
0-8147-930H/SI8.95 paper

DOES THE LAW MORALLY BIND
THE POOR?
or\Vhat Good's theConstitution \\!hen
You Can't Afford a LoafofBread?
R. GEORGE WRIGHT
0-8147-9294-4/S29.95 cloth

NYU Press
70 Washington Square South

New York, NY 10012
1-800-996-6987

http://www.nyu.edu/pages/nyupress

111
NYU
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Published quarterly. ISSN: 0964-6639
Volumes 1-5are stillavailable. For further details contact the
Journals Marketing Department.

In nearly five years Social & Legal Studies has established
itself as a leadmg international forum for work on law
from a variety of perspectives within social theory.
The journal is commi tted to:
• the publication of critical scholarship
• the promotion of non-Western perspectives on law,

regulation and criminology
• the integration of feminist analysis at every level of

scholarship
• the advancement of accessible theoretical approaches

which enhance analysis and explanation
Social & Legal Studies publishes original articles, reviews
and scholarly comment which explore the study of legal
processes and draw upon the critical and analytical
traditions of sociology, feminism, political economy,
history and philosophy. The journal features papers
embracing all aspects of law, including legal
institutions, processes, ideology and discourses.

SOCIAL
& LEGAL
STUDIES
AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

Edited by
DidiHerman
University ofKeele, Alan
Norrie Queen Mary&
Westfield College and
Katherine O'Donovan
Queen Mary& Westfield
College

\[('tJwl! .... 01 Puinuc lit

Expiry Date: c=z=J

Q I enclose a cheque (made payable I
to SAGE Publications Ltd) for: '-- _

Please invoice my credit card I
Q Mastercard 0 Visa Amount: _

Card No: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

5ignature: Date: / /

Address _

____________ 6J91

o Yes! I wantto subscribe to Social & Legal
Studies from Volume 6 (1997)

o Introductory Rate for Individuals
£27 /U5$43 (Usual Rate £34/U5$54)

o Institutional Rate £120 /U5$192

o Please send me a brochure on the journal

Order Form for New Subscribers - Subscribe at the Introductory Rate

f$' SAGE Publications Ltd, 6 Bonhill Street, London EC2A 4PU, UK
\:i!J Call our Subscription Hotline on +44 (0)1713301266

USAorders to be sent to:
PO Box5096,Thousand Oaks, CA 91359

Name _
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The best in American law
Coming in August

CRIME IS NOT
THE PROBLEM

Lethal Violence in America
FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING AND GORDON HAWKINS

"A watershed in the analysis of what to do abo ut
crime and violence. At last, social science data from this

coun try and abroad is drawn into policy recommend ations of
determinative importance to the preventi on and punishment of

vio lence. At last, criminology grows up"- -Norval Mor ris,
University of Chicago. "This brilliant analysis of violence in the United
States offers unique insights into the dilemma. One can only hope that
policy makers pay attention to the authors' pragmatic suggestions for
innovative policies to diminish this singularly American problem"
-Joseph D. McNamara, Research Fellow,The Hoover Institution.
$30.00, 288 pp.

THE DEATH PENALlY IN AMERICA
Current Controversies
EDITEDBYHUGO ADAM BEDAU

Bedau's earlier book on the capital punishment was praised in The New
York Times as "the most complete, well-edited and comprehensive col
lection of readings of the pros and cons of the death penalty." This new
volume brings together an entirely new selection of 40 essays and
includes updated statistical and research data, recent Supreme Court
decisions, and the best current contributions to the debate. Essential
reading for scholars, activists, policymakers, and concerned citizens, this
volume offers a wealth of information , a wide range of perspectives,
and a series of argume nts as engaging as they are imp ortant.
$35.00, 524 pp.

A BOOK OF LEGAL USTS
The Best and Worst in American Law
BERNARD SCHWARTZ

From John Marshall, the greatest Supreme Cour t Justice, to Alfred
Moore, one of the worst, Bernard Schwartz 's A Book cf Legal Lists can
vases the best and the worst of Am erican law.T here are thirteen lists in
all, including the ten worst Supreme Court decisions, the ten greatest
non-Supreme Court judges, the ten greatest lawyers, the ten greatest
tr ials-even the ten greatest legal mot ion pictures. In addition,
Schwartz has added 150 ente rtaining and info rmative tr ivia qu estion s
(about what Ju stice did Theodore R oosevelt complain that he could
find more backbone in a banan a?) with the answers (O liver Wendell
Holmes). $25.00, 292 pp.

At bett er bookstores . Or call \ -800-45\ -755G (i\I-F, H-5 EST)
OXFO R D UN IVE RS ITY PR E S S www.o u p -u s a .o rg
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STANFORD HUMANITIES REVIEW

MEMBERSHIP, MIGRATION, AND IDENTITY:
DILEMMAS FOR LIBERAL SOCIETIES (VOL. 5.2,1997)

Editors: DOUGLAS KLUSMEYER and SOPHIE H. PIRIE

GENEALOGY

Modernity, Membership, and Multiculturalism
THOMAS C. HELLER

Community and the Politics of Identity:
Toward the Genealogy of a Nation-state Concept

JOHN D. ELY

"Citizenship Matters": Contemporary Trends in Europe and the United States
MIRIAM FELDBLUM

GENEALOGIES: IMMIGRATION AND NATIONAL IDENTITY

National Identity, Nationhood and Immigration in Argentina: 1810-1930
JEANE DeLANEY

Contesting Cultures and Defying Dependency: Migration, Nationalism,
and Identity in Late-nineteenth-century Hawaii

MICHAEL G. VANN

Political Economy of the Mediterranean Rebordering:
New Ethnicities, New Citizenships

LILIANA SUAREZ-NAVAZ

GENEALOGIES: MIGRATION AND SELF-IDENTITY
Harlem-sur-Seine: Building an African American Diasporic Community in Paris

TYLER STOVALL

"A Vision of Black Englishness": Black Intellectuals in London, 1910-1940
DEBORAH]. ROSSUM

THE 1990S: AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM REVISITED

Immigration Challenges for Public Policy Makers:
Interview with DEMETRIOS PAPADEMETRIOU

by Douglas Klusmeyer

The American Debate about Immigration in the 1990s:
A New Nationalism after the End of the Cold War?

HERBERT DITTGEN

REVIEW ESSAYS
Bruce Thompson • Sarah Sussman • Robert Kunath • David Patton
Amalia D. Kessler • Brenda Melendy • Malick Ghachem

Subscriptions to SHR are $30 for Individuals (Institutions $60) yearly.
Single issues and supplements are available for $15 each.
Outside the U.S. add $10 for all orders.
Address subscriptions to:
STANFORD HUMANITIES REVIEW, Stanford Humanities Center,
Mariposa House, Stanford, California 94305-8630.
Phone (415) 725-6747 • Fax (415) 723-1895 area code 650 after 8/1/97
E-mail:shr@shr.stanford.edu
Individual SHR issues are available for inspection on our Web site.
WWW address: http://shr.stanford.edu/shreview/index.html
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r~NN STi\T~ rl\~ss
(Dis)Entitling the
Poor
The Warren Court, Welfare
Rights, and the American
Political Tradition
ELIZABETH BUSSIERE

"[S]eamlessly weaves together a sophis
ticated understanding ofAmerican his
tory, a subtle exposition of complex Su
preme Court doctrines, and a hard
headed treatment of the realities of
American politics."

-Jennifer Hochschild,
Princeton University

222 pages $26.50

The Failure of U.S.
Tax Policy
Revenue and Politics
SHELDON D. POLLACK

Russia's
Constitutional
Revolution
Legal Consciousness and the
Transition to Democracy,
1985-1996

ROBERT B. AHDIEH

"[A]n important
contribution to our
understanding of
the complexities of
Russia's democratic
development. His
emphasis on consti
tutionalism as a cen
tral ingredient of a
democratic state is
precisely what the Russians need to as
similate into their mindset and effec
tively institutionalize."

-Zbigniew Brzezinski

264 pages $14 .95 paper

"This book has enormous intellectual
and scholarly breadth. It makes signifi
cant contributions to our understand
ing of tax policy, political theory, and
political economy." -John F. Witte,

author of The Politics and Development
of theFederal Income Tax

312 pages $29 .95

The Constitution of
Good Societies
EDITED BY

KAROL EDWARD SOLTAN AND

STEPHEN L. ELKIN

An examination of
how good societies
are created and of
how they might be
improved. Contribu
tors are Karol Ed
ward Soltan, Elinor
Ostrom, ViktorJ.
Vanberg,James M.
Buchanan,John S.
Dryzek, Charles W.
Anderson, Stephen L. Elkin, Gar
A1perovitz, and Philip Green.

224 pages $16 .95 paper
Published for the Committee on the
Political Economy of the Good Society
(PEGS)

Use of Force
The Practice ofStates Since
World War II
A. MARK WEISBURD

"This is an outstanding example of in
terdisciplinary scholarship between in
ternationallaw and political science.
Weisburd cuts through the thicket of in
ternationallegal rhetoric while accept
ing the reality of customary interns
tionallaw. The result is a significant
contribution to the study of post-World
War II international conflicts."

-Anthony D'Amato,
Northwestern University

400 pages $25.00 paper

II
) PENN STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS

University Support Bldg. 1, Suite C • University Park, PA16802·1003
Orders: 1-800-326-9180· ht : www.su.edu su ress
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The

MichiganJoumal
of Political Science

A University ofMichigan Student Journal ofPolitical Studies

The
Michigan
Journal
of
Political
Science

The
Grace
Award

Michigan Journal of Political Science
5620 Haven Hall
The University of Michigan
AnnArbo~ MI 48109-1045
mjps.editors@umich.edu
http:/www.umich.edu/-mjps

The Michigan JournalofPolitical Scienceis a bi
annual scholarlypublication edited by under
graduatesat the University of Michigan. For its
presentationof noteworthy papers by outstanding
studentsnationwide, MJPS is regardedas one of
the most respectedstudentjournals in the country.

Each yearthe editorialstaff recognizesthe best
submissionto the Journalwith the presentation of
the Grace Award. This award, establishedin 1985,
honors the late Frank Grace, Professorof Political
Sciencefrom 1943-83. The recipientof this award
receives$500 and is publishedin the Journal. All
undergraduate papers submittedare eligible for
this competition.

The editors will considersubmissions relatingto
all aspectsof politicalscience.

All submittedarticlesbecomethe propertyof the
EditorialBoard and MJPS.

Please refer to our web page for inquiriesregarding
submissions and subscriptions to MJPS.
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YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS P.O. BOX 209040 NEW HAVEN, CT 06520

I
I•----------------------

The Constitution
of Deliberative
Democracy
Carlos Santiago Nino

"Breathtaking in its scope, this
important and original book
provides an account of constitu
tionalism, a sophisticated varia
tion of the liberal theory of
rights, a review of contending
views of the foundations of
democratic theory, practical in
stitutional proposals for modern
democratic states, and a consid
eration of the justification of
judicial review in a democracy."
-Lawrence Sager $30.00

Radical Evil on Trial
Carlos Santiago Nino

A provocative first-hand analysis
ofdevelopments in Argentina
during the 1980S, when a brutal
military dictatorship gave way
to a democratic government.

"Nino was an extraordinary com
bination of theoretical philoso 
pher, practical statesman, and
heroic patriot. His work engages
and repays attention at all three
levels." -Ronald Dworkin
$27.50

Accidental Justice
TheDilemmas of TortLaw
Peter A. Bell and
Jeffrey O'Connell

"At a time of intense partisan
controversy over the tort law
system, Bell and O'Connell
have produced ...a thoughtful,
comprehensive, and balanced
analysis of the current system,
together with a judicious ap
praisal of possible reforms."
-DerekBok
Yale Contemporary Law Series $)0.00

Our Children's
Toxic Legacy
How Science andLawFail to
Protect Us from Pesticides
John Wargo

"Those who think current law pro
tects children from pesticides must
read this book. Wargo, a leading
expert on environmental law and
health risks for children...explains
how these dangers developed and
what we can do to protect current
and future generations."
-Senator Edward M. Kennedy

"A SilentSpring for the 90S."

-Steve Heilig,SanFrancisco
Chronicle )) iIlus. $)0.00

PoliceViolence
Understanding andControlling
Police Abuse ofForce
Edited by William A. Geller
and Hans Toch

"The most comprehensive exam
ination of the subject currently
available. The authors address the
ramifications of excessive force,
including the impact on citizens,
lawsuits, and administrative
issues."-David L. Carter $)5.00

NEW/NPAPER

Gender, Crime,
and Punishment
Kathleen Daly

Daly explores whether men and
women who are convicted of simi
lar crimes are punished differently.

"A major contribution to the de
masculinization of criminology."
-Mary Coombs, Michigan
LawReview
Winner of the M ichael Hindelang Book Award
given by the American Society of Criminology
$17 ·00

1-800-YUP-READ
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Credit card buyers may fax orders to
(800) 876-1922.

MICHIGAN

Ugo Mattei
Comparative Law and
Economics
Mattei provides a theoretical frame
work for understanding the interrela
tionship of legal and economic
institutions.

cloth $49.50

Bill Maurer
Recharting the
Caribbean
Land, Law, and Citizenship in the
British Virgin Islands

Weaves a story of statecraft and
lawmaking, of power and the construc
tion of identity, calling attention to the
ways in which ideas about nature and
choice have come to justify a social
order in which half the population is
deemed not to belong and is denied
civil rights.

cloth $44.50

Dennis R Kehoe
Investment, Profit,
and Tenancy
The Jurists and the Roman
Agrarian Economy

Kehoe defines the attitudes of upper
classRomans by analyzing the
assumptions that Roman jurists made
about agricultural investment and profit
as they addressed legal issues ofprivate
property.

cloth $39.50

David S. Chambers and
Trevor Dean
Clean Hands and
Rough Justice
An Investigating Magistrate in
Renaissance Italy

This study of the career ofBeltramino
Causadri-e-criminal investigator and
legal adviser to princely dynasties
provides an unparalleled portrait of a
professional man, employed to combat
rising crime, but accused of corruption
and tyranny by the entrenched interests
that he faced.

cloth $47.50

Susan Sterett
Creating
Constitutionalism?
The Politics of Legal Expertise
and Administrative Law in
England and Wales

Considers law as a crucial aspect of
political disputes in twentieth-century
Britain.

cloth $37.50

Neil Vidmar
Medical Malpractice
and the American
Jury
Confronting the Myths about
Jury Incompetence, Deep Pockets,
and Outrageous Damage Awards

"Medical Malpractice and theAmerican
Jury is quite simply the most compel
ling, comprehensive examination of the
American jury system yet written. It
brings reason and fact to the debate in
a way that puts the lie to the many
myths surrounding medical negligence
cases. For anyone genuinely interested
in just solutions, this book should be
required reading. To act in ignorance of
its findings invites disaster."-i-Trial

paper $19.95 / July

David Luban
Legal Modernisms
"... an illuminating account of how
contemporary legal theory can be
understood as an expression of 'the
modernist predicament' by exploring
the analogy between modernism in the
arts and modernism in law,politics, and
philosophy.... A valuable critical
discussion of modern legal theory."
-r-Choice

paper $24.95

The University of Michigan Press
De.pt. HK

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104
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The Law in Society
The Privilege against Self-Incrimination
Its Origins and Development

R. H. HELMHOLZ, CHARLES M. GRAY, JOHN H. LANGBEIN, EBEN
MOGLEN, HENRY E. SMITH, AND ALBERT W. ALSCHULER

"The essays definitively change our understanding of the history of the privilege
against incrimination. This is what constitutional history should be, and so
rarely is-clean, expert, undefiled scholarship, and, for the most part, mercifully
free from polemic."-Lawrence M. Friedman, author of Crime and Punishment
in American History
Cloth $29.95

Crime and Justice, Volume 22
An Annual Review of Research

EDITED BY MICHAEL TONRY

For seventeen years this distinguished series has provided scholars and practitioners
with timely, cross-disciplinary reviews of research on some of today's most pressing
policy issues. Volume 22 includes articles on hate crimes, homicide in evolution
ary psychological perspective, advocacy research and social policy, race, sex, and
sentencing, juvenile justice, probation, the role of criminal records in the sentenc
ing process, and sentencing principles in theory and practice.
Cloth $48.00
Crime and Justice: A Review of Research

Ethnicity, Crime, and Immigration
Comparative and Cross-National Perspectives

EDITED BY MICHAEL TONRY

With the increasing integration of Western Europe and the substantial popula
tion flows following the dissolution of the iron curtain and the wars in Turkey,
the former Yugoslavia, and East Africa, migration has reached an all-time high
in Europe, and "immigration and crime" has emerged as the foremost crime
control issue. Ethnicity. Crime, and Immigration is the first major comparative
examination of racial and ethnic differences in criminal offending, victimization
by crime, and disparities and discrimination in Western justice systems.
*Paper $22.50
Crime and Justice: A Review of Research

·Cloth edition available
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$40.00 cloth, $14.95 paper

Nothing Bad
Happens to
Good Girls
Fear ofCrime in
WOmens Lives
ESTHER MADRIZ
"Using revealing interview
material from a diverse group of
women, Madriz demonstrates
clearly how fear of crime
perpetuates gender inequalities
and contributes to the social
control of women, particularly
poor African American and
Latina women. NothingBad
Happens to Good Girls is a gem."

-Ruth Sidel,
author of Keeping ~men and

Children Last: America's W'lzr on
thePoor

Insight and
Solidarity
The Discourse Ethics of
Jurgen Habermas
WILLIAM REHG
New in paperback-"This is by
far the best account of
Haberrnass discourse ethics
available in English.... It is a
superb accomplishment."

-Thomas Mc£arth}',
Northwestern University

Philosophy, Social Theory, and theRuleof
Law, $17.95 paperAt bookstores or order

1-800-822-6657

Our Guys
The Glen Ridge Rape
and theSecret Lifeofthe
Perfect Suburb
BERNARD LEFKOWITZ
"Lefkowitz provides a graphic,
faithful account of an amazing
case-amazing because of the
community's reaction to 'our
guys' and the suspiciously drawn
out trial. Its true-crime approach
could make Our Guys a
bestseller." -Peggy Sanday,

author ofA ~man Scorned:
Acquaintance Rape on Trial

Men and Masculinity Series
$29.95 cloth, illustrated

Law in Culture
and Society
With a New Preface
lAURA NADER, EDITOR
New in paperback-"The great
strength of the study of dispute
settlement has been its emphasis
on untangling the social and
cultural processes involved
through the use of detailed case
studies, and this volume is notable
for the fine case studies and
stimulating analyses presented in
a number of its papers." -Science
$18.95 paper
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Law and Society Association 

Officers 
President: Carol J. Greenhouse, Anthropology, Indiana University 

President-Elect: David M. Engel, Law, State University of New York, Buffalo 

Immediate Past President: Susan S. Silbey, Sociology, Wellesley College 

Secretary: Howard S. Erlanger, Law/Sociology, University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Treasurer: Robert L. Kidder, Sociology, Temple University 

Editors: Law & Society Review: William M. O'Barr, Cultural Anthropology, Duke 
University; Book Reviews: Nancy Reichman, Sociology, University of Denver 

Executive Officer: Ronald M. Pipkin, Legal Studies, University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst 

Board of Trustees 
Class of 

1997 

Class of 
1998 

Class of 
1999 

Kristin Bumiller, Political Science/Women's Studies, Amherst College 
John M. Conley, Law, University of North Carolina 
Marianne Constable, Rhetoric, University of California, Berkeley 
David Garland, Law, University of Edinburgh 
Grazyna Skapska, Sociology, Jagiellonian University 
Jonathan Simon, Law, University of Miami 
Susan Sterett, Political Science, University of Denver 
David Wilkins, Law, Harvard University 

Jonathan D. Casper, Political Science, Northwestern University & 
American Bar Foundation 

Elizabeth S. Chambliss, Law, University of Texas-Austin 
Sanford Levinson, Law, University of Texas-Austin 
Elizabeth Mertz, Anthropology/Law, Northwestern University & 

American Bar Foundation 
Michael W. McCann, Political Science, University of Washington 
Takao Tanase, Law, Kyoto University 
Louise G. Trubek, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Lucie White, Law, Harvard University 

Roger Cotterrell, Sociology/Law, QMW, University of London 
Patricia Ewick, Sociology, Clark University 
Laura Gomez, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 
Carol A. Heimer, Sociology, Northwestern University & American Bar 

Foundation 
Elaine Botelho Junqueira, Law, Pontificia Universidade Cat61ica do Rio 

de Janeiro 
Harry N. Scheiber, History/Law, University of California, Berkeley 
Ronen Shamir, Sociology, Tel-Aviv University 
Marjorie S. Zatz, Sociology; Arizona State University 

Past Presidents: 
Richard L. Abel, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 
Harry Ball, Sociology, University of Hawaii 
Lawrence M. Friedman, Law, Stanford University 
Marc Galanter, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Joel Handler, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 
Herbert Jacob, Political Science, Northwestern University 
Charles D. Kelso, Law, University of the Pacific 
Samuel Krislov, Political Science, University of Minnesota 
Felice J. Levine, Sociolegal Studies, American Sociological Association 
Stewart Macaulay, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Sally Engle Merry, Anthropology, Wellesley College 
Victor G. Rosenblum, Law, Northwestern University 
Richard D. Schwartz, Law, Syracuse University 
Robert B. Yegge, Law, University of Denver 
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